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Abstract

Speaker veri®cation has been the subject of active research for many years, yet despite these e�orts and promising

results on laboratory data, speaker veri®cation performance over the telephone remains below that required for many

applications. This experimental study aimed to quantify speaker recognition performance out of the context of any

speci®c application, as a function of factors more-or-less acknowledged to a�ect the accuracy. Some of the issues

addressed are: the speaker model (Gaussian mixture models are compared with phone-based models), the in¯uence of

the amount and content of training and test data on performance; performance degradation due to model aging and

how can this be counteracted by using adaptation techniques; achievable performance levels using text-dependent and

text-independent recognition modes. These and other factors were addressed using a large corpus of read and spon-

taneous speech (over 250 hours collected from 100 target speakers and 1000 imposters) in French, designed and re-

corded for the purpose of this study. On these data, the lowest equal error rate is 1% for the text-dependent mode when

two trials are allowed per veri®cation attempt and with a minimum of 1.5 s of speech per trial. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.

R�esum�e

L'authenti®cation automatique du locuteur a �et�e le sujet d'actives recherches durant de nombreuses ann�ees, et malgr�es

ces e�orts et des r�esultats prometteurs en laboratoire, le niveau de performance sur le r�eseau t�el�ephonique reste inf�erieur

au niveau requis pour de nombreuses applications. L'�etude exp�erimentale, dont les principaux r�esultats sont pr�esent�es

dans cette article, avait pour objectif de quanti®er en dehors de toute application l'in¯uence de facteurs plus ou moins

reconnus pour leur e�et sur les performances des syst�emes d'authenti®cation du locuteur. Les questions address�ees sont:

le choix du mod�ele (m�elange de gaussiennes ou mod�ele phon�etique); la connaissance ou non du texte prononc�e par le

locuteur; l'importance de la quantit�e et de la nature des donn�ees d'apprentissage et d'authenti®cation, en particulier

l'in¯uence du contenu linguistique des �enonc�es sur le niveau de performance pour des textes lus et de la parole spontan�ee;

la d�egradation des r�esultats due au vieillisssement des mod�eles et la mani�ere de le compenser avec des techniques

d'adaptation. Les r�esultats exp�erimentaux ont �et�e obtenus sur un corpus t�el�ephonique concßu et enregistr�e pour cette
�etude qui comprend plus de 250 heures de parole pour un total de 100 locuteurs abonn�es et 1000 imposteurs. Sur ces

donn�ees le taux d'�egale erreur est de l'ordre de 1% dans le mode d�ependant du texte lorsque deux essais sont autoris�es par

tentative d'authenti®cation avec une dur�ee minimale de 1,5 s par essai. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Speaker veri®cation has been the subject of
active research for many years, and has many
potential applications where propriety of infor-
mation is a concern (Atal, 1976; Rosenberg, 1976;
Doddington, 1985; Naik, 1990; Rosenberg and
Soong, 1992; Furui, 1994; Gish and Schmidt, 1994;
Boves and den Os, 1998). Despite these e�orts and
promising results using laboratory data, speaker
veri®cation performance over the telephone re-
mains below that required for many applications
(Boves and den Os, 1998).

The speaker recognition problem is closely re-
lated to the speech recognition one. Both problems
share the same basic speech generation model
f �xjk;w�. The speech signal x conveys both lin-
guistic information (w, the word sequence) and
non-linguistic information (k, the speaker identi-
ty). Obtaining the former is the goal of speech
recognition, whereas the non-linguistic informa-
tion is more relevant to the speaker recognition
problem. Typical approaches attempt to extract
one of the types of information, treating the other
as a source of noise. Performance is acknowledged
to be dependent upon the linguistic content of the
speech data. For speaker recognition there are
varying degrees of control ranging from ®xed
prompt texts, text-dependent (variable prompts or
user selected texts), to free text or text-indepen-
dent. In fact, even when there are no restrictions
on the text, users tend to say the same or a similar
text, which implies that a text-dependent system
may be appropriate for many applications.

The text mode has direct implications on model
estimation. The more control there is on the
speech input, the less there is a need for acoustic
training data. In general, since application de-
signers want to limit the time required for user
enrollment, it is essential to use a discriminative
approach to reduce the need for training data.
Judicious design of prompts can help in optimizing
performance for a given amount of data (for ex-
ample, it is generally considered that voiced speech
contains more information about the speaker than
does unvoiced speech).

There have been a wide spectrum of proposed
approaches to speaker veri®cation starting with

very simplistic models such as those based on long
term statistics (Furui et al., 1972). The most so-
phisticated methods rely on large vocabulary
speech recognition with phone-based HMMs
(Newman et al., 1996). Intermediary approaches
make use of phone or phone-class based models
(Rosenberg et al., 1990; Lamel and Gauvain, 1992;
Matsui and Furui, 1993; Gauvain et al., 1995;
Lamel and Gauvain, 1995; Carey et al., 1996). As
for the training data, systems making use of lin-
guistic information (prior knowledge about the
text or the output of a high quality speech recog-
nizer) typically require less data for authentication
than is required by systems not making use of this
information source (where the linguistic informa-
tion is seen as a kind of noise). So in general, text-
independent systems require longer speech seg-
ments in order to properly identify the speaker.
Modeling the linguistic content is certainly more
accurate, but requires substantially more devel-
opment work and data for training the models.
This type of approach also is inherently language-
dependent and assumes that the language spoken
is known in advance.

The best compromise between accuracy and
complexity is likely to be dependent upon the
particular application. For example, the widely
used cepstral-based GMM models have been quite
successful for speaker identi®cation of conversa-
tional speech. This task, introduced by NIST in
1996, makes use of the Switchboard corpus
(Przybocki and Martin, 1998). On these data the
phone and word-based modeling approaches have
not out-performed systems based on GMMs
(Reynolds, 1995, Carey et al., 1996; Newman et al.,
1996; Lamel and Gauvain, 1997). The NIST
framework is very attractive, particularly in en-
abling participants to compare technologies on a
common task and corpus. However, the corpus
type, which is evidently quite interesting for de-
fense and criminal applications, may not be rep-
resentative of many potential speaker veri®cation
applications. It is quite likely that many telecom
applications (Boves and den Os, 1998) will involve
a human interacting with a machine and not with
another human.

The objective of this research is to assess the
performance of state-of-the-art methods for
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speaker veri®cation to determine if high enough
performance levels could be obtained to support
the development of telecom applications. This ex-
perimental study aimed to quantify more-or-less
well-known trends in speaker recognition out of
the context of any speci®c application. Some
questions addressed are: how does the amount and
content of training and test data a�ect perfor-
mance; how much degradation of performance can
be anticipated due to model aging and how can
this be counteracted by using adaptation tech-
niques; what performance levels are achievable
using text-dependent and text-independent recog-
nition modes. These and other factors were ad-
dressed using a large corpus of read and
spontaneous speech in French designed and re-
corded for the purpose of this study.

At the time this work was started (Gauvain
et al., 1995), and even today, there are no publicly
available corpora for speaker veri®cation of the
size and content used in this work. (See (Campbell
and Reynolds, 1999) for a compilation of available
corpora.) The most widely used corpora for
speaker veri®cation are the TIMIT corpus (and
derivatives), Yoho, Polycost and the portions of
the Switchboard Corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992)
used in the NIST evaluations. The TIMIT corpus,
while o�ering data from a relatively large number
of speakers was not designed for speaker veri®ca-
tion and has the default that all the data for a
speaker were recorded in a single-session. The
Yoho corpus was recorded with a high quality
microphone and is much smaller in terms of
numbers of speakers. Polycost, which is closest in
style to the corpus used here, contains telephone
data in non-native English and European lan-
guages, but does not have imposter data. The
Switchboard corpus contains only conversational
speech, whereas many applications are more likely
to use prompted speech or spontaneous responses
as in a human±machine dialog context.

Our goal was not to determine a particular
setup with the best performance, but to investigate
key parameters that a�ect performance in the
context of various telecom applications.

In the next section, the corpus and methodol-
ogy used in this work are presented. Sections 3±5
provide experimental results for di�erent training

con®gurations, data content and speaking style.
Section 6 provides observations based on these
experiments and some conclusions concerning the
use of this approach for telephone applications.

2. Corpus and methodology

For these experiments, we make use of a corpus
especially designed to evaluate speaker recognition
algorithms. 1 This corpus contains over 250 hours
of speech data from 100 target speakers (or users),
and from 1000 imposters (Gauvain et al., 1995).
Each user completed 10 training calls, and 25
veri®cation calls, from a variety of telephone
handsets and calling locations over a period of 2
years. Each imposter completed a single veri®ca-
tion-type call. The training calls took about 25 min
to complete, producing about 12 min of speech
data. The veri®cation calls each resulted in about
2.5 min of speech data. The recordings are similar
to the Polyphone recordings being collected in
several languages (Bernstein et al., 1994; Godfrey,
1994). Each call provides a variety of speech data,
including read speech material, and elicited and
spontaneous speech so as to be able to assess the
e�ects of data type on the veri®cation accuracy.
The read speech data consist of three types: digit
strings, ®ve phonetically controlled sentences
(SEPT), 2 and sentences from the Le Monde
newspaper selected to cover a large number of
phonetic contexts. The spontaneous speech data
contain responses to ®xed questions (such as
the type of handset, calling environment, calling
area code, dates, times, etc.) and to more general
open questions designed to obtain short mono-
logues.

A statistical modeling approach is taken, where
the talker is viewed as a source of phones, modeled
by a fully connected Markov chain (Gauvain and

1 The corpus, conceived and designed jointly by CNET and

LIMSI, was recorded over the French telephone network and

transcribed by the Vecsys company.
2 The SEPT sentences were speci®ed by the Service d'Etudes

commun de la poste et t�el�ecommuncations. They are short easy

to pronounce sentences containing almost only voiced pho-

nemes.
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Lamel, 1993; Lamel and Gauvain, 1993, 1995) for
text-independent veri®cation. 3 The lexical and
syntactic structures of the language are approxi-
mated by local phonotactic constraints, and each
phone is in turn modeled by a three state left-
to-right HMM. For text-dependent identi®cation,
a left-to-right HMM is built by concatenating
phone models according to the lexical pronuncia-
tions of words in an orthographic transcription.

When this approach is applied to speaker
identi®cation (Gauvain and Lamel, 1993; Lamel
and Gauvain, 1993, 1995) a set of phone models is
trained for each speaker and identi®cation of a
speaker from the signal x is performed by com-
puting the phone-based likelihood f �xjk� for each
speaker k. The speaker identity corresponding to
the model with the highest likelihood is then hy-
pothesized. The same speaker model can be ap-
plied to speaker veri®cation by comparing the
likelihood ratio f �xjk�=f �x� to a single speaker-
independent threshold in order to decide accep-
tance or rejection.

Speaker-speci®c models are generated from a
set of speaker-independent (SI) seed models using
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. The
speaker-independent seed models provide esti-
mates of the parameters of the prior densities and
also serve as an initial estimate for the segmental
MAP algorithm (Gauvain and Lee, 1994).

Assuming no prior knowledge about the
speaker distribution, the a posteriori probability
Pr�kjx� is approximated by the score L�x; k� de-
®ned as

L�x; k� � f �xjk�c
X

k0
f �xjk0�c;

,

where the k0 are the speaker-speci®c models for all
speakers known to the system and the normaliza-
tion coe�cient c was empirically determined as
0.02. (This coe�cient is needed to compensate for
independency approximations in the model.) Cal-
culating the denominator of this expression can be
very costly as the number of operations is pro-

portional to the number of speakers used in the
calculation, or as in our case, the number of target
speakers. We can signi®cantly reduce the required
computation by using a Viterbi beam search on all
the speakers' models in parallel. This decoder,
which was developed for speaker identi®cation
and the identi®cation of other non-linguistic
speech features (Gauvain and Lamel, 1993; Lamel
and Gauvain, 1995), provides not only the likeli-
hood of the most probable speaker, f �xjk�, but the
likelihoods for the N most probable speakers. The
necessary computation is reduced by approximat-
ing the above summation by a summation over a
short list of the most probable speakers. In our
implementation, the Viterbi algorithm is used to
compute the joint likelihood f �x; sjk� of the in-
coming signal and the most likely state sequence
instead of f �xjk�.

If a veri®cation attempt is unsuccessful, it is
common practice to allow a second trial in order
to reduce the false rejection of known users. A
straightforward approach is to base the decision
only on the score of the second attempt, ignoring
the preceding trial. This approach can be justi®ed
on the ground that the actual test data are po-
tentially invalid. An alternative it is to base the
decision on the scores of both trials. 4 Making use
of this second approach reduced the speaker
identi®cation error rate by 21%, compared to a
13% error reduction using only the score of the last
attempt.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of scores for 2221
trials each for target speakers and imposters
(truncated at 300 attempts). 87% of the attempts
by imposters have a score of essentially 0, and 51%
of the attempts by target speakers have a score of
essentially 1. However, there is a substantial
overlap in the distributions, and it is apparent
from these histograms that the main source of
error comes from a low score for certain target
speaker attempts. (Almost 2% of the attempts by
target speakers have a score almost equal to 0.)

3 This phone-based approach is also compared with Gaussian

mixture models in Section 3.

4 It is evidently possible to allow more than two trials per

attempt, in which case the score would take into account scores

from all previous trials.
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From the histograms it can also be seen that
setting a threshold in the range of the equal error
rate (EER) is not too problematic. Almost any
value between 0.1 and 0.4 will keep the average
error rate near this point. It should be recalled that
the EER is obtained by selecting the decision
threshold a posteriori such that the two types of
errors are equal. In practice, however, the decision
threshold should be ®xed a priori based on a de-
velopment corpus so as to minimize the cost func-
tion speci®c to the application. For example, for
very secure applications a much higher cost will be
associated to false acceptances than to false rejec-
tions. Without an appropriate cost function, it is
common practice to select the decision threshold so
as to minimize the EER. We compared average
error rates using two decision thresholds: one a
priori (determined using development data) and the
other determined a posteriori. On these data al-
though the average error rate varies only slightly,
the rates of the two error types vary more. With a
single authentication attempt, the EER with the a
posteriori threshold is 2.61, compared to an average
error of 2.64 with the a priori decision threshold.
The corresponding false rejection and false accep-
tation rates are 2.97 and 2.30 respectively (instead
of 2.61 for the a posteriori setting of the threshold).

3. Contrastive experiments

A series of baseline experiments were carried out
to quantify speaker recognition performance as a
function of parameters generally acknowledged to
a�ect performance. This section summarizes the
experiments and presents performance results on
the corpus described above. Results are reported
for speaker identi®cation since this is easy to
measure, and are strongly correlated with speaker
veri®cation error rates. However, since we are in-
terested in assessing speaker veri®cation perfor-
mance, the equal error rates are computed for the
con®gurations of greatest interest (those where the
speaker identi®cation error is not too high).

In all experiments reported in this paper, the
acoustic feature vector containing 13 cepstrum co-
e�cients derived from a Mel-frequency spectrum
(0±3.5 kHz bandwidth) and their ®rst-order deriv-
atives was computed every 10 ms. In order to
minimize e�ects due to channel di�erences, cepstral-
mean removal was performed for each sentence.

3.1. Gaussian mixture versus phone-based models

Experiments were carried out to com-
pare speaker veri®cation performance using

Fig. 1. Distribution of scores for target speakers and imposters (2221 attempts each), y-axis truncated at 300 attempts.
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phone-based models with a baseline system using
Gaussian mixtures. Two mixtures of 32 Gaussians
are used, one for silence/noise (common for all
speakers) and another for the speech, speci®c to
each speaker. For the phone-based approach, text-
dependent and text-independent modes are com-
pared, for one and two veri®cation trials. When
two veri®cation trials are authorized (for target
speakers and imposters), there are on average 1.1
trials per user attempt.

Fig. 2 gives some baseline receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curves for di�erent model
types and operational modes for a subset of the
telephone data. The ROC curve for the Gaussian
mixture model is shown in (a). This can be com-
pared with (b) the ROC of the phone-based ap-
proach in text-independent mode. The phone-
based approach is seen to perform signi®cantly
better than the Gaussian mixture model (7.3%
versus 9.0% EER) with only one trial per attempt
and an average of 3.2 s of speech per trial. If the
text is known, the EER is reduced to 5.1% (curve
c). It should be noted that with the phone-based
approach, knowing the text does not imply the use
of a ®xed text. The user can be prompted to read

any text. In (d), two veri®cation trials are allowed
per attempt, reducing the EER to 4.4% with 1.1
user trials on average. Curve (e) shows the ROC if
a minimum amount of 2 s of speech is required for
each trial. For the sentences having this minimal
duration, the EER is reduced to 3.5%.

For the remainder of the experiments reported
in this paper, the phone-based approach is used.

3.2. Authentication utterance duration

Speaker recognition performance is known to
be dependent upon the duration of the test utter-
ance. This was illustrated in Fig. 2 where a sig-
ni®cant performance improvement was obtained
by ensuring a minimal test signal duration. One
problem in designing systems is to ensure that the
talker will supply the needed amount of speech
data. This is particularly true for digit strings
which tend to be quite short. In this section,
speaker veri®cation performance is assessed as a
function of the duration of the test utterances.
There is a strong correlation between the test ut-
terance type and the test utterance duration. Only
10% of the digit strings and SEPT utterances are

Fig. 2. ROC curves for di�erent model sets and operational modes based on 21 775 user attempts and 10908� 91 imposter attempts:

(a) multi-Gaussian model; (b) 35 phone models, text-independent; (c) 35 phone models, text-dependent; (d) same as (c) with two trials;

(e) same as (d) with exactly 4 s of speech. The dotted line shows the points of equal error (false acceptance/false rejection).
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longer than 2 s in duration, whereas 95% of the
sentences are at least this long. Imposing a mini-
mal duration of 1.2 s eliminates almost 25% of the
digit strings and 10% of the SEPT utterances.

Table 1 gives the known-text equal error rates
for the di�erent types of test data. Results are
given for 1 and 2 user attempts, with and without a
minimal duration constraint. With one trial per
attempt, the average EER is 3.3%. This is reduced
to 1.8% if a miminal duration of 1.5 s is required
and two trials per attempt are allowed. Allowing
multiple attempts and requiring a minimum
amount of authentication data can signi®cantly
reduce the EER.

In order to eliminate the dependence on test
utterance duration, the last two table entries show
the EERs using a ®xed test duration of 1.2 s, for
one and two trials. With the restricted duration,
better performance is obtained for the SEPT sen-
tences and digit strings than for the sentences.

3.3. Amount and recency of training data

The amount and recency of the training data
are well-known factors that in¯uence speaker
veri®cation performance. It is also known that
better performance can be obtained with training
data recorded in multiple sessions re¯ecting con-
ditions of real use. Obtaining the necessary data
can require a long enrollment procedure which is
usually undesirable from the users' viewpoint. A
related known problem is that of model aging:
typically as the time between training and test in-
creases, performance gradually degrades unless
adaptation is used to keep the models up-to-date.

The aim of these experiments was to quantify
the e�ects of limiting the training data on speaker
recognition performance, and for a ®xed number
of training utterances, di�erent means of obtaining

it (single versus multiple session training). The
performance is measured as a function of the
quantity of data used to train the models. Three-
session training is compared with single-session
training (the last session of the 3), and with 1/3 of
the training data taken from each of the three
training sessions. 5 These training sessions are the
last training sessions recorded for each speaker, so
the ®rst of the 3 was made 6 calls before the ®rst
authentication call. The latter comparison enables
us to investigate the e�ects of single-session and
multi-session training for a ®xed amount of data,
which can in¯uence the choice of enrollment pro-
cedure.

Table 2 gives the speaker identi®cation error
rates (left) and equal error rates (right) as a func-
tion of the amount of training data, and the
proximity to the test data. 6 Three session training
results in the lowest error rates, which is expected
as the acoustic models are trained on the most
data. If the training data are to be reduced to one-
third, the best performance is obtained by keeping
3 training sessions, but reducing the amount of
data in each session. Single session training results
in identi®cation error rates substantially higher
than multi-session training, even when this session
is temporally closer to the test data. The EER is
seen to signi®cantly increase when the training
data are reduced to one session, with an over 60%
increase for the digits and SEPT sentences. It can

Table 1

Equal error rates (EER) for di�erent test data types based on 21 775 user attempts and 10908�91 imposter attempts (the text is known)

Conditions Average Digits SEPT Sentences

1 Trial, 3.3 4.2 2.3 2.6

2 Trials, 2.7 3.1 1.7 2.0

2 Trials, P 1.5 s 1.8 1.4 1.0 1.9

1 Trial, 1.2 s ± 3.6 2.4 4.9

2 Trials, 1.2 s ± 2.8 1.9 3.2

5 Due to the training call length, alternate training sessions

contained complementary data types. The odd sessions con-

sisted of 25 digit strings and 25 journal sentences, whereas the

even sessions consisted of the 25 SEPT sentences and sponta-

neous responses to 25 questions.
6 These experiments were carried out before the corpus was

completed, and therefore have a fewer number of user and

imposter trials than reported in the other tables.
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be noted that the performance on the Le Monde
sentences is relatively insensitive to the training
con®guration. This may be related to the total
amount of training data: since the Le Monde sen-
tences have on average a longer duration (4.5 s
each) than the digit strings and SEPT sentences
(1.6 s each), even in the reduced training condition
enough data are available with which to estimate
the model parameters. These results support the
need for multiple training sessions.

3.4. Model aging and adaptation

The well-known e�ects of model aging can be
illustrated by the di�erent performances observed
for single-session training. If speaker-speci®c
models are trained only on the ®rst of the three-
sessions instead of on the last one (given in the last
line of Table 2), the identi®cation error rates al-
most double: 19.7%, 11.5% and 16.7%, respec-
tively for the digits, SEPT and sentences, compared
with 10.8%, 6.3% and 8.3%. (On average several
weeks passed between the ®rst and last of the three
training sessions.) Speaker-adaptation techniques
can be used to reduce the e�ects of model aging.
We experimented with MLLR-based adaptation
(Legetter and Woodland, 1994) using data from
all but the last two test sessions per speaker.
Without adaptation, the EER obtained on the last
two test sessions is 2.5%. This error rate is sig-
ni®cantly higher than the EER of 1.6% obtained
on the ®rst two test sessions (the ®rst two calls
subsequent to the training sessions). After adapt-
ing the speaker models on data from the inter-
vening session, the EER on the last two sessions is
reduced to 1.7%. This indicates that adaptation is
crucial to maintaining system performance over
time.

3.5. Discussion of contrastive results

From these comparative results we can make
the following conclusions:
· On this telephone corpus the phone-based ap-

proach outperforms the simpler approach based
on a mixture of Gaussians. (This is di�erent
from what we observed in the 1996 NIST evalu-
ation using a conversational speech corpus
(Lamel and Gauvain, 1997.))

· As expected, a signi®cant gain is observed when
the text is known a priori. 7 So for telecom ap-
plications where a cooperative user is expected,
this di�erence is big enough by itself to justify
the use of known text recognition which is both
more performant and less complex.

· Allowing a second veri®cation trial reduces the
EER without signi®cantly increasing the num-
ber of trials for the target speakers. A second tri-
al is needed in only 1 in 10 user attempts.
(Evidently all imposter attempts have two trials,
but this is not a concern.)

· Requiring 4 s of speech signal duration reduces
the error rate substantially (about 20% compar-
ing curves d and e of Fig. 2). Therefore, the ver-
i®cation procedure should ensure that a
minimum of 4 s of speech is collected in each au-
thentication attempt.

· It is preferable to acquire the training data in
several sessions, than in a single session. Multi-
ple session training is less sensitive to channel
conditions and intra-speaker variability. The
relative reduction in EER is between 10% and
25%.

7 Although this condition made use of an orthographic

transcription of the speech, in a contrastive experiment using

the prompt text no di�erence in performance was observed.

Table 2

Speaker identi®cation error rates (left) and equal error rates (right) for di�erent type-speci®c training conditions (known text, 1 trial per

attempt, based on 1375 user attempts and 675� 91 imposter attempts)

Identi®cation error rate Equal error rate

Training Digits SEPT Sentences Digits SEPT Sentences

3 Sessions 4.8 2 6.7 2.9 1.9 3.2

1/3 of 3 sessions 6.4 4.1 6.6 3.8 2.3 3.2

1 Session (last) 10.8 6.3 8.3 4.8 3.1 3.5
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· As the time between the training calls and the
authentication call increases, performance tends
to decrease. This model aging can be successful-
ly counteracted with unsupervised adaptation so
as to maintain performance over time.

In the following sections, the experimental setup is
restricted to the phone-based approach. Most of
the experiments are for the known-text condition,
with the exception of the spontaneous speech
where results are provided for both the known and
unknown text conditions.

4. Choosing the prompt linguistic content

One important factor to be addressed is the
in¯uence of the linguistic content of the training
and test material on speaker identi®cation and
veri®cation performance. To investigate this fac-
tor, experiments were carried out using di�erent
subsets of the corpus for training and di�erent
types of test material.

The left side of Table 3 shows text-dependent
speaker identi®cation error rates as a function of
the utterance type and the training condition
(multi-style or type-speci®c). Multi-style training
makes use of all types of read-speech training data
for the 10 training calls. Type-speci®c training
makes use of only one of these data types in
training, i.e. digits, SEPT sentences or Le Monde
sentences. For the training data, the average du-
ration of the digit strings and the SEPT sentences
are 1.6 s, and the average duration of the Le
Monde sentences is 4.5 s. The type-speci®c models
are trained with only one-third of the utterances

used to train the multi-style models. Using multi-
style training, the speaker identi®cation error rate
ranges from 9.5% for the digit strings to 4.5% for
the SEPT sentences.

When type-speci®c training is used, and testing
is carried out on the same type of data (the diag-
onal entries in the lower part of Table 3), the
speaker identi®cation error rates are seen to be
slightly lower than with multistyle training for the
digits and the SEPT sentences, even though the
acoustic models have been trained with signi®-
cantly less data. The lowest identi®cation error rate
(3.6%) is still obtained with the SEPT sentences.

Exactly the same pattern of performance is
observed for speaker veri®cation in terms of the
equal error rate for both multistyle and type-spe-
ci®c conditions, with the lowest EER of 2.3% for
the SEPT sentences (cf. right part of Table 3).

To assess how important it is to have matched
conditions in the linguistic content of the training
and test data, speaker identi®cation performances
was also measured under crossed-type training and
testing conditions (the o�-diagonal entries in
Table 3). Such mismatch results in a dramatic
performance degradation, with the best training
material under mismatched conditions being the
Le Monde sentences. This result was to be expected
as the sentences have the largest variety of pho-
netic contexts.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this
experiment. Some types of linguistic content are
seen to clearly result in better speaker recognition
performance than others, showing the importance
of this aspect in system design. Comparing the
three types of data, it is not evident to identify a

Table 3

Speaker identi®cation error rates (left) and equal error rates (right) as a function of test data type with multi-style training and with

type-speci®c training based on 21 775 user attempts and 10908� 91 imposter attempts (one trial per authorization attempt with no

minimal duration constraint, the text is known)

Test data

Identi®cation error rate Equal error rate

Training data Digits SEPT Sentences Digits SEPT Sentences

Multistyle 9.5 4.5 5.5 4.2 2.3 2.6

Digits 8.6 68.6 35.6 4.1 ± ±

SEPT 64.1 3.6 24.3 ± 2.3 ±

Sentences 21.1 14.3 5.9 ± ± 2.7
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single di�erentiating factor that can explain the
observed performance di�erences. Some charac-
teristics of the prompt texts that can a�ect per-
formance are the linguistic content (in terms of
lexical coverage and phonological characteristics),
the easiness to pronounce, the familiarity of the
words and the utterance duration.

Limited phonetic contexts are desired as better
acoustic models can be estimated with limited
amounts of training data. Both the SEPT sen-
tences and digit strings have limited linguistic
contents, but quite di�erent phonemic contents.
They are both easy to pronounce, but the famil-
iarity of users with digit strings can result in sloppy
articulation (reduced pronunciations and short
durations). The SEPT sentences are comprised of
almost only voiced sounds which are widely ac-
knowledged to contain more information about
the vocal tract of the talker than unvoiced sounds.
Another factor is utterance duration. The test digit
strings range from 3 to 5 digits and some of the
digit strings can be very short. As can be seen
Table 1, even if a minimal duration is required, the
SEPT sentences outperform the digit strings.

We can thus conclude that for text-dependent
speaker recognition the choice of text used for
training and for test, has a major impact on the
performance. It is important that the training and
test texts are of the same style. Simple, easy to
pronounce texts, containing predominantly voiced
sounds will result in the best performance, partic-
ularly when the training data are limited. Digits
strings are often used in applications because they
have no special meaning and can correspond to a
speaker code, but are not optimal in terms of lin-
guistic content. The SEPT sentences are more
phonetically balanced and contain predominantly
voiced sounds. They are also easy to pronounce
and remember, however they may be awkward to
use in an application, as they serve only for
speaker veri®cation and do not correspond to any
natural data input.

5. Using spontaneous speech

There are a variety of applications where only
spontaneous speech is available for speaker rec-

ognition. Applications in the domain of criminol-
ogy often come to mind, but other applications
concern the transcription of radio and television
broadcasts or of meetings and conferences. In this
case, automated methods may be used to partition
the data into speaker turns and to identify the
speakers. The identi®cation can be used to en-
hance the transcription as well as to decode the
speech signal with speaker-speci®c acoustic mod-
els. Other applications can be envisioned such as
transparent, continual speaker recognition during
a conversation with a human or a machine. In this
case, the aim is to avoid fraudulent access via
prerecorded speech or to detect any change of
speaker during the transaction.

The responses to the ®xed and open questions
were used for the experiments with spontaneous
speech. The ®xed questions correspond to the type
of data that could be used in a spoken dialog
system where there is a desire to restrict access or
ensure the identity of the caller supplying the in-
formation. These questions are of the type: ``Say
and spell the name of the town you are calling
from.'', ``What is the zip code in the town you are
calling from?'', ``What time is it?''. The average
utterance durations in response to the ®xed and
open questions are shown in Table 4. The open
questions were designed to incite the caller to say a
short monologue. Some example questions are:
``Describe the last movie you saw.'', ``Describe
your last vacation.'', ``What is your favorite
meal?'', ``What advantages are o�ered by public
transportation?''. The responses to the ®xed
questions were much shorter (1.5 s on average)
than to the open questions (8.2 s on average). The

Table 4

Average durations for ®xed and open questions

Questions Average duration (s)

Calling place 1.3

Telephone type 1.7

Handset type 1.3

City/country 0.9

Postal code 1.3

Telephone no. 1.6

Date 2.3

Time 1.6

Open questions 8.2
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response duration for the open questions was quite
variable from a few seconds to very long monol-
oges when the caller was interested in the question.

Fig. 3 shows the ROC curves for the sponta-
neous responses to the ®xed and open questions.
An automatic phone transcription was generated
for each utterance using the speaker-independent
seed models (35 context-independent phone mod-
els) and phone bigrams estimated on the BREF
corpus (Lamel et al., 1991). This automatic tran-
scription was then used in place of the true phone
sequence in computing the likelihood for all the
speakers' models. The same multi-style speaker
models were used as in Section 4. The EERs for the
®xed responses and open responses are 6.4% and
7.3%, respectively, with a maximum of two trials
per attempt. These EERs are quite a bit higher
than those that observed for the read speech data.

A logical question then is how much of this
degradation is due to the di�erences in speaking
style, and how much is due to the use of an im-
perfect phone transcription. There are two ways in
which this question can be answered. The ®rst is to
carry out speaker veri®cation for the read speech

data without knowledge of the transcription. The
second is to assess the veri®cation performance on
the spontaneous speech if an oracle were to pro-
vide the correct orthographic transcription (and
the phone transcription via the lexicon).

The ROC curves for the digits, SEPT and Le
Monde sentences in the unknown text condition
using the same phone models are also shown in
Fig. 3. The EER for the digits is 4.0%, whereas the
EER for the SEPT sentences is 2.4% and the
lowest EER of 1.7% is for the Le Monde sentences.
This indicates that in the presence of phone errors,
longer test utterance durations result in better
veri®cation performance. For the digits and the
SEPT sentences the EERs are doubled compared
to the known text condition (see Fig. 4). However,
the performance on the read-speech data remains
substantially better than on the spontaneous data.

In an attempt to further understand the large
performance di�erences, the ROC curves for all
®ve data types under the known-text condition are
shown in Fig. 4. Even in this unrealistic condition
for the spontaneous speech, the error rates for
both error types are signi®cantly higher than for

Fig. 3. ROC curves for spontaneous speech ®xed responses r and open questions q without transcriptions (unknown text, phone

recognition). Multi-style training. (Fixed questions: 8823 user attempts, 794 070 imposter attempts (simulated); open questions: 4691

user attempts, 422 190 imposter attempts (simulated).) Maximum of two trials allowed for each attempt with an average of 1.1 trials/

attempt. ROC curves for the digits, SEPT and Le Monde sentences are given for comparison.
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the read texts. We can therefore conclude that
most of the performance di�erence is due to the
nature of the spontaneous speech ± more varied
linguistic content, less ¯uent, less well articulated ±
and not to the errors in the phone transcriptions.
Knowing the correct phone sequence only reduces
the EER to 5.0%. Comparing the curves in Figs. 3
and 4, the degradation due to imperfect phone
recognition can be estimated. The Le Monde sen-
tences are the least a�ected by recognition errors,
which is probably due to their longer average du-
ration, and that the phone bigrams are well
adapted to these data. The larger degradation
observed for the SEPT sentences and digits strings
can likely be attributed to a mismatch between
their linguistic content and the phone bigram.

From the spontaneous speech ROC curves it
appears that it is easier to reduce the false accep-
tances than to reduce false rejections. For the open
questions in Fig. 3 the false rejection rate remains
higher than 6%, whereas the false acceptances can
be reduced to 2%.

These results con®rm that speaker recognition
using unconstrained spontaneous speech is signif-

icantly more di�cult than with known prompts.
This higher error rate can be partly attributed to a
larger variation in speaking style and the larger
variability in phonetic contexts.

6. Conclusion

With the recent advances in speech technolo-
gies, there has been increasing interest in devel-
oping interactive telephone-based services using
voice. Some of these services could bene®t from
speaker veri®cation technology in order to provide
additional access security. The purpose of the ex-
periments reported in this paper was to quantita-
tively assess performance as a function of system
design choices, without constraints linked to a
particular application. The main factors consid-
ered were the type of speaker model, the amount
of test data, the amount and recency of the train-
ing data, the linguistic content, and speaking style.

Several observations can be made concerning
these experiments. As expected, there is a corre-
lation between the amount of training data and the

Fig. 4. ROC curves for spontaneous speech ®xed responses r and open questions q using transcriptions (text known). Multi-style

training. (Fixed questions: 8823 user attempts, 794 070 imposter attempts (simulated); open questions: 4691 user attempts, 422 190

imposter attempts (simulated).) Maximum of two trials allowed for each attempt with an average of 1.1 trials/attempt. ROC curves for

the digits, SEPT and Le Monde sentences are given for comparison.
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system performance, with more data yielding
higher performance. Similarly, for comparable
amounts of training data, better performance is
obtained when the data are taken from several
training sessions, as opposed to all from a single
call. Concerning the amount of data needed, esti-
mation of speaker-speci®c models requires a min-
imum of about 1 min of speech. For the test
utterances, the results indicate that it is advanta-
geous to ensure a minimal duration of at least 1.5
or 2 s. An equal error rate of 1% was obtained on
the SEPT sentences, in the text-dependent mode
with two trials per veri®cation attempt and with a
minimum of 1.5 s of speech per trial.

It is evidently preferable that the linguistic
content of the training data and test data are
closely matched. If the test data are di�erent in
linguistic content (or uncontrolled), multi-style
training is to be preferred, however type-speci®c
training results in better performance when the
same type of test data are used. The importance of
phonetic content was illustrated for the crossed-
type conditions, which led to signi®cant degrada-
tion in performance.

Better performance is obtained for the SEPT
sentences, with controlled linguistic content, than
for digit strings or the more variable Le Monde
sentences. This can be partially attributed to the
smaller number of phonetic contexts, for which
more accurate acoustic models can be estimated
for a given amount of training data. Another
contributing factor is that they are easy to re-
member and pronounce. As a result, speakers tend
to say these naturally without hesitation. In con-
trast, reading aloud the Le Monde sentences
sometimes caused di�culty for the callers. Veri®-
cation performance using unrestricted spontane-
ous speech is signi®cantly worse than for
prompted speech. This can be partly attributed to
a larger variation in speaking style and the larger
variability in phonetic contexts.
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